LIQUID GOLD BOND A WEAV DIRECTIONS.

STEP 1. Shampoo hair with LIQUID GOLD PRE BONDING SHAMPOO. Apply to wet hair. Work into a rich lather. Rinse with warm water and repeat. (Do not apply any conditioners such as creme rinse or balsam.)

STEP 2. Towel blot. Then blow dry hair while combing. This will render hair tangle free. It is important for hair next to scalp to be completely oil free and dry prior to bonding.

STEP 3. Part hair where weft is to be placed. Always start at the nape of the neck and work upward.

STEP 4. Brush LIQUID GOLD hair bonder to the weft of the weaved hair with thin even strokes.

STEP 5. Apply LIQUID GOLD to parted hair close to scalp (but not directly on scalp). Allow bond to dry 3-5 minutes.

STEP 6. Place weaved hair onto scalp hair with fingers. Press weaved hair on to scalp hair. Then seal with warm curling iron.

THE THREE MOST COMMON MISTAKES TO AVOID WITH LIQUID GOLD. Whenever we get a complaint that the Liquid Gold did not bond for long, it is always due to one of the following:

1. Do not put any after shampoo conditioners in the hair prior to bonding, this will weaken the bond by leaving a oily residue on hair.

2. Apple the bond to both the weft (hair to be added) and to the natural hair, the weft is going to bond to. With the black bond you apply to the weft only, if you press it on before it dries. Liquid Gold will bond even if dry on both weft and hair.

3. Do not bond to the scalp, this is unhealthy and will not stay because the scalp produces natural oils that will weaken the bond.

BRUSH ON WITH THIN EVEN STROKES, more does not make it better, it just makes waste.

HOW TO REMOVE WEAVED HAIR, USING LIQUID GOLD BOND DISSOLVER.

Wet a piece of cotton with BOND DISSOLVER. Then transfer to the weft to be removed. Lay a warm curling iron on weft for about 5 seconds. (The same as in Step 6.) The weft should come loose easily. Do the same to any bonding material that may still cling to the hair. Then comb out any residue with a fine tooth comb. AVOID GETTING ANY DISSOLVER ON SCALP OR IN EYES OR OPEN CUTS. IF SO RINSE WITH COOL WATER.

LIQUID GOLD BOND IS SO EFFECTIVE THAT IT CAN ONLY BE REMOVED WITH LIQUID GOLD DISSOLVER. THIS REMOVER CONTAINS A SPECIAL SOLVENT, NO OTHER REMOVER HAS THIS ELEMENT.

IF THE BOND BECOMES STIFF OR STRINGY. This will happen when the bond is left open or is cold. Place bottle in hot water (not boiling) for about 10 minutes before using (do not put in microwave.)

THE REASON FOR NOT CONDITION UNTIL AFTER BONDING, is because most after shampoo conditioners contain oils and emollients that can block the bonder from bonding to the hair.